Pebble Software
Pebble Softwares is an established name in Information Technology Services where clients have extensive
opportunities to select the services of their choice to satisfy their digital need. Since its inception, Pebble
Softwares has consistently focused on developing products that contribute to improving our customers'
productivity and add value in their business and life.

Pebble Softwares has been always focused on enhancing experiences in business and peoples’ life whether
they belong to corporate business, government, education, research, media, sports, entertainment or simply
want to enthrall their personal events with wow factor, Pebble Softwares with its distinguished services that
are based on innovative information technology delivers the right solution with utmost zeal and commitment
to their clients.
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Our Clients

Our Services

Web technologies

Digital marketing

Mobile applications

Drone technology

IT consultancy & strategy

Engineering Service

IT Infrastructure

Design & Animation Studio

Sectors we offer Services

Government

Law Enforcement

Industries

Tourism

Financial Institutions

Education

Private Business

Marketing & Advertisement

Web Technologies | Introduction
With over 2.2 billion people online, the internet has revolutionized how we
find and share information. For businesses, a web presence has become a
fundamental part of success. We live in a world where people Google
before they shop, visit online review sites for acquiring services, solution or
products..
Inspired by the highest specialized values and founded on the principles
of strong business morals, Pebbletech innovations is offering all
web-enabled services from its platform to the world of global businesses.
We understand what you need to be competitive thus giving you our
commitment to take your local business to global customers.

Changing online dynamics with seamless & Customer focused digital experience

Web Technologies | Our process

Web Technologies | Services
❖

Corporate Websites

❖

Industry Based Websites

❖

Educational Website

❖

Brand Marketing Online Portals

❖

B2B Online Portals

❖

E-Commerce and Self-Service Online Portals

❖

Tourism & Travel portals

Mobile Application | Introduction
We work with companies that share our belief in quality, user experience, and
the power of great software to shape modern business. You will be amazed
to see how people interact with your app and adding value to your business,
whether you belong to any of the following area of businesses:
We don't just build whatever comes our way. The first step is to hand-pick
only the best projects. And then no matter how good the idea sounds or how
confident our client is, we put the app through a rigorous vetting process,
polishing and streamlining the idea along the way. Only then, are we ready to
start designing and building anything.
We ship rich experiences to small screens,which translates into the success
of your business,ease of operations and engagement of the consumers with
our exceptionally deep understanding of user experience and mobile
technology. We work with multiple ecosystem in order to create maximum
impact to your end-users.

Mobile Application | Our Process

Mobile Application | UI UX
Because our approach to UX and UI design puts your users first, we can adapt our capabilities to
serve any industry or sector. In fact, because we don’t work exclusively with any specific type of
client, we approach every project with a fresh set of eyes, and we do our work based on what’s best
for your business rather than what has worked in the past.

IT consultancy & Strategy
IT Consulting Services Free Up Valuable Time for Your
Business
Like many of our customers, information technology is
probably not your core business. Trying to solve all of your IT
challenges internally can become a major distraction. These
challenges can be costly and other aspects of your business
could suffer. Leveraging knowledgeable IT consulting firms such as Pebbletech Innovations- helps your business remain
secure and efficient without taking up valuable work time.

Transform your Business with IT Strategy Consultants
Whether you are planning a migration to the Cloud, deploying
new technology within your business, rolling out SharePoint, or
developing an application to handle specific business
functions, it is important to ensure that the delivery of the
project is in line with your overall commercial goals. Our IT
Strategy Consultants work with organisations of all sizes to
help them plan and execute projects more effectively.

IT Infrastructure
We support client's business needs by building a robust
network infrastructure. The network infrastructure supports
a variety of client applications in a mission critical
environment across verticals, Our service offerings span
the entire E2E lifecycle include Consulting, Planning,
Designing, Deployment, Sustaining, Management and
Assessment
To do what it does best, your business depends on your
network infrastructure. Altech Digital thinks about the
potential of your network every day. We see IP networks
and networking as the platform of most - if not all - your
business functions and communications, and a powerful
point of differentiation.

IT Security

Virtualization

Routing & Switching

Wireless & Mobility

Data center networking

Network optimization

Support & maintenance

IT Infrastructure | Cloud
Cloud Computing: The concept behind cloud computing is simple: it lets you run computer applications over the

Internet, without having to buy, install or manage your own servers. You can run your company's IT operations with nothing
more than a browser and an Internet connection. Applications, operating systems, servers and network switches all reside
out of sight and within the metaphorical cloud, the Internet and are managed by your cloud computing vendor

Service we offer
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Virtualisation / hosting application
Amazon web services
Azure Cloud
Data Center to Cloud Migration
Migration consultancy
Workload Migrations like to like

You are in Control !
Best of all, cloud computing lets you focus on your business rather than on your software. You don't have to use valuable IT
resources to keep business systems on life support. Instead, you can re-deploy them to focus on more strategic business
initiatives while leaving your cloud computing vendor to worry about scalability, security, uptime, application maintenance
and system upgrades.
And you can be confident in taking your business public, or into new regions of the world, without outgrowing your cloud
computing resources, thanks to the world-class data centers typically provided by cloud computing vendors.

Digital Marketing
We harness the combined power of data, strategy, creativity and technology
to deliver on your business objectives. Our agile, interdisciplinary teams
collaborate using their expertise in branding, innovation, design, digital
marketing such as SEO, PPC and Social Media and analytics to drive
measurable results for our clients.

Digital Marketing | Our Services

SEO

Email
Marketing

Pay Per Click

Content
Marketing

Inbound Marketing

Online Reputation
Management

Adwords

Affiliate
Marketing

Banner
Advertisement

Social Media
Marketing

Drone Technology
Drone (unmanned aerial vehicle, UAV) A drone, in
technological terms, is an unmanned aircraft.
Essentially, a drone is a flying robot that can be
remotely controlled or fly autonomously through
software-controlled flight plans in their embedded
systems, working in conjunction with onboard sensors
and GPS.
We at Pebbletech innovations have research and
development dedicated to Software, Hardware and the
Drone structure to offer services to various sectors of
the,market such as Military, Personal Security and
Surveillance, Oil & Gas Industries, Geological Mapping
Terrain , High power transmission lines.

Drone Technology | Our Process

Analyze &
research

Selection of types
of drone/s
Autonomous/
Remote Controlled

Selection of Module
Camera/Infrared
Camera/Sensors/
Thermal Camera

Flight path design

Generate Information
from the data
acquired from flight

Design & Animation Studio | Design
We design meaningful and beautiful brands
for small businesses all over the globe
through thoughtful strategy and wide-eyed
creativity. Our purpose remains strong—to
help people start/create/build/share the
things they’re passionate about. There’s
nothing more exciting to us than working
with go-getters to turn their vision into
something tangible, putting it out into the
world and watching others experience it.
We may start out with handshakes, but our
projects always end with hugs and high
fives.

Design & Animation Studio | Design Services

Logo & Graphic design

Product Design

Print design

Packaging Design

BRAND

PRINT

Branding is our specialty. There's nothing more

Whether we're designing a brochure, catalog or

exciting to us than conceiving a brand from a blank

retail packaging, we get excited thinking about the

slate. Or wiping that slate clean and starting fresh.

"what ifs." We see every project as an opportunity to

Whether you're new to this or have gone through it

do something new and interesting, and our best

before, you'll find that our branding process is

work is done when clients share our ambition for the

designed to eliminate the guesswork and provide

attention to details. It's these details that make

clarity and confidence as your brand evolves.

heads turn and your brand memorable.
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+1 9084204507

+91 8618187897

+91 8618187897

info@pebblesoftwares.com

tanzania@pebblesoftwares.com

info@pebblesoftwares.com

77 Stilwell Road, Kendall Park,New Jersey,
United States

Mikocheni B, Rose garden road, Dar es
salaam, Tanzania

821, Auto Nagar Road, Ramteerth Nagar,
Belgaum, Karnataka, India

+966-599107410

+971 507877501

ksa@pebblesoftwares.com

pixelsdubai@pebblesoftwares.com

Al Malqa, Riyadh 13521, Saudi Arabia

Abdullah Building, 1st Floor, Office No.
103,8th Street, Al Murar, Deira,Dubai, UAE
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